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KNOWLEDGE FLOWS AND
GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS
MARTA BISZTRAY AND NICLAS FREDERIC POITIERS

• The organisation of global value chains via supplier links and within business
groups shapes global trade and forms a major channel through which knowledge is
disseminated between countries. Global value chains are also an important channel
through which economic shocks propagate.
• At the same time, knowledge seeking and knowledge protection are important
determinants for multinational companies when structuring their production
processes. Contract enforcement in general, and intellectual property rights protection
in particular, are key institutions in this regard.
• Hierarchical ownership structures within business groups tend to be organised in
the shape of an inverted pyramid, with more complex tasks located closer to the
headquarters in ownership terms, facilitating stronger control. Recently, ownership
structures have become ‘flatter’, meaning business groups have pulled key operations
closer to their headquarters.
• New supply-chain relationships with key business partners are often accompanied
by process and product innovation, making long-term business relationships an
important driver of productivity growth. Knowledge transmission through such links
not only benefits participating companies, but also leads to spillover effects.
• Import competition from high-income countries leads to investment in R&D and
productivity growth in countries that have comparative advantage in capital-intensive
goods. This is not the case for import competition from low-income countries, which
instead makes companies downsize. Import competition also makes firms focus on
their core product.
• To improve our understanding of this key aspect of globalisation, comparable microlevel data is needed on firms and firm connections across multiple countries.
• Trade and industrial policy can support productivity growth through global value
chains by providing the right legal environment that supports the formation of longterm business relationships.
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Introduction
Global value chains (GVCs) form the backbone of the modern global economy. Lund et al (2019)
estimated that 23 GVCs account for 69 percent of global output and 96 percent of global trade.
Consequently, these networks shape the way in which economic production is organised and
intermediate goods are traded, and also constitute one of the key channels through which knowledge
and innovation is disseminated between countries. To understand the structure of trade flows and their
contribution to productivity growth one needs to understand how businesses decide to structure their
global production networks.
GVCs distribute production across countries either through firms connected by hierarchical control
(foreign affiliates of multinational enterprises, MNEs) or through independent suppliers via contractual
relationships. As Cadestin et al (2018) argued, the global fragmentation of production is mainly driven
by MNEs.
Knowledge plays an increasingly important role in production processes, and knowledge-based
investment is crucial for productivity growth (OECD, 2013). GVCs are important in facilitating crosscountry knowledge flows, and thus ultimately contributing to productivity growth. At the same time, the
knowledge-seeking motive influences the organisation of GVCs, which in turn has an effect on who can
benefit from the knowledge flows facilitated by GVCs. Institutions that protect such knowledge from
competitors, or facilitate the outsourcing of production tasks, thus have a significant impact on firms’
decisions about how they structure their business networks, and ultimately also on productivity.
Both through their role facilitating and shaping global trade and their function in creating and
disseminating knowledge, GVCs have for a major influence on productivity. Yet despite their
importance, our understanding is still lacking on how GVCs operate and how multinational business
groups decide to structure their production. In this paper, we explore the implications of a range of
novel approaches to GVCs for our understanding of how they affect knowledge flow and innovation,
contributing to productivity growth.
Knowledge forming the organisational structure of activities in the global economy
The organisation of economic activities through connections between firms and within firms, shapes
the flow of knowledge in the economy. Knowledge-seeking and knowledge-protecting motives play a
key role in decisions about integration or outsourcing. Supplier links serve as a major channel through
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which firms can learn from each other, so it is important to study the factors that play a role in
outsourcing decisions.
As transactions involve incomplete contracts, relationship-specific investments lead to a hold-up
problem, decreasing the bargaining power of the investor and leading to underinvestment. The
transaction cost theory (Williamson, 1971) suggests that this problem is less severe if transactions
occur within the organisation. At the same time, integration induces a trade-off between increasing
coordination costs and lost gains of specialisation. The property rights theory (Hart, 1990) provides an
alternative explanation for the formation of organisational structures. It emphasises the role of asset
ownership as the power of residual decision-making in matters that are not regulated by the contract.
The hold-up problem is minimised if residual control and residual returns are connected. In both cases,
institutional quality affecting contract enforceability has an impact on outsourcing decisions.
The fragmented nature of the production process in GVCs makes these considerations especially
important. Since the efficient use and protection of knowledge requires long-term relationships, many
of these business connections can be described as relational contracts. As intangibles and knowledge
play increasingly important roles in economic activities, the non-appropriable nature of knowledge
makes the protection of intellectual property rights (IPR) a crucial factor in organisational decisions.
Bolatto et al (2019) investigated the impact on outsourcing decisions in supply chains of the quality of
institutions that protect intellectual property rights. Knowledge transmission is necessary to receive
customised inputs, but knowledge dissipation to competitors is disadvantageous to the firm. If the
knowledge intensity of inputs is high, or intellectual property rights protection is weak, the threat of
knowledge dissipation increases. Building on Antràs and Chor (2013) and Alfaro et al (2019), the
theory suggests that with complementary investments, integrating the production of an input is more
likely if intellectual property rights protection is weaker, or the relative knowledge intensity of
downstream inputs is higher. Empirical evidence using firm-level data on imported inputs and foreign
affiliates of Slovenian firms is in line with the predictions of the model. As Figure 1 shows, results also
suggest that there are different consequences for organisational decisions in value chains depending
on whether tangible (rule of law in general) or intangible (IPR protection) assets are protected.
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Figure 11: (Average) Marginal efffects of thee quality of institutions
i
for complem
ments with relatively
r
more knowledge trannsmission upstream: IPRRs (left) verrsus rule of la
aw (right)

Source: Boolatto et al (201
19), p.56.

To underrstand GVCs,, it is important to addreess businesss groups. Theese are legallly independent firms
connecteed by hierarrchical contrrol through oownership linnks (Figure 2), and whicch function as single
economiic entities. As
A Altomontte et al (20020) showedd, many of business grroups have complex
structurees with num
merous subsidiaries orgaanised in muultiple hierarrchical layerrs, includingg multiple
cross-boorder connections (multin
national enteerprises).
Figure 2: A businesss group as a hierarchy
h
of firms

Source: Alttomonte et al (2
2020), p. 32.

Businesss groups with cross-borrder connecttions play a crucial rolee in the gloobal fragmen
ntation of
production (Cadestinn et al, 2018). Based on tthe Central European
E
Supplier Surveyy, Békés et al
a (2019)
showed that for firm
ms in Hungaary, Romani a and Slovaakia, membeers of the saame business group
accounteed for a largee share of foreign buyers (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: How do firm
ms find custoomers?

Source: Béékés et al (201
19), p.26. Note: The figure sh ows the distribbution of the an
nswers in the CCentral Europeaan Supplier
Survey too the question “How did the relationship sstart?” for keyy relationships (each such rrelationship in which the
respondennt is a supplier is one observattion).

Instead of looking at
a individual decisions aabout integraation or outssourcing alonng the suppply chain,
Altomontte et al (20
020) considered the enntire complexity of conttrol relationsships between firms.
Businesss groups ideentified from ORBIS, the gglobal ownerrship database of Bureauu van Dyck, generally
have thee shape of ann inverted py
yramid, in whhich hierarchhical levels closer
c
to the headquarterrs consist
of more subsidiariess than levels further awa y. Tasks carried out by subsidiaries
s
that are closser in the
hierarchy to the headquarters arre also more complex than those don
ne by remotte subsidiariees, which
nd less know
wledge-intenssive tasks (FFigure 4). Sim
milarly, hieraarchically
tend to pperform morre routine an
more coomplex businness groups tend to be more conceentrated in terms of ind ustry coveraage. Both
patterns are in line with
w a knowledge-based thheory propossed by Altom
monte et al (22020), which provides
an explaanation for thhe observed organisationa
o
al structure of
o business groups.
g
The ttrade-off Altoomonte et
al’s (20220) model comes from the limited a bility of the headquarterrs to superviise the affiliaates. This
constrainnt makes heeadquarters choose bettween having many affiliates carryi ng out less complex
tasks, which are lesss rewarding but
b which alsso require lesss supervisioon, or fewer aaffiliates doing highly
mplex hierarcchical structu
ures with co ncentrated activities,
a
complexx tasks. The first corresponds to com
and the second ressults in flat structures w
with a wide range of acctivities. The model preddicts that
businesss groups have a more complex
c
hie rarchy if thee headquarteers has highher-quality intangible
assets, is more able to transfer knowledge
k
(l ower commuunication cossts), and if itt is easier to delegate
knowledge.
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Figure 4: The share of
o repetitive routine taskks over hieraarchies

Source: Altamonte et al (2020), p. 34. Note: The grapph refers to 201
15 data. It show
ws the coefficiients and 95% confidence
o repetitive
intervals oobtained from a regression of the hierarchicaal level on the ‘rroutinisability’ index (measurring the share of
routine tassks), controllinng for parent fixxed effects andd subsidiary coountry fixed efffects, plus robbust standard errors.
e
Note
also that leevel = 8 represents business groups with at lleast 8 hierarchhical levels.

There is ssome evidennce that know
wledge also pplays a role in current bussiness groupp restructurin
ng trends.
Altomontte et al (202
22) looked at
a the evolutiion of busineess groups’ hierarchical structures over
o time.
They fouund that there is a tendeency for inccumbent bussiness groups to becomee more skew
wed (less
pyramidal) over tim
me, and to get
g closer too the headqquarters’ core knowledgee, while am
mong new
entrantss, many are smaller
s
and less skewedd. Additionally, the relatioonship betweeen skewedness and
productivvity shows an inverted U-shape (FFigure 5): productivity in very exteended or tooo-skewed
businesss groups tennds to be low
wer than in thhe middle. This pattern iss in line withh the hypoth
hesis that
intellectuual property rights are im
mportant driveers of the resstructuring off global valuee chains, andd keeping
knowledge close to the parent company
c
is becoming inncreasingly important.
i
Ass risks havee become
n current
more prrevalent beccause of thee COVID-19 pandemic, these tendeencies are aalso seen in
reshoring trends.
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Figure 5: Productivitty and skeweedness

Source: Alttomonte et al (2022). Note: Th
he graph showss a scatter plot of the residualss of the partitioon regression off skewness
and a proxxy of productivity (ie log(1+tu
urnover per em ployee) on som
me controls of interest:
i
ln(tax rate), ln(current GDP p.c.,
ln(populattion), ln(rule off law), GUO fixedd effects. The ddata consists off all the groups for which it is aavailable the coonsolidated
turnover pper employee and it is groupedd in 20 equally sized bins.

Combining the previous two appproaches, wee can contrasst global own
nership and trade netwoorks. Both
mportant nott only in the transmission
t
n of knowleddge but also for
f the transm
mission of sh
hocks. As
can be im
Fontagnéé and Santoni (2021) showed, globbal demand shocks
s
are indeed transsmitted throu
ugh trade
networkss, and ownerrship-networks are the m ain mediatorrs of this tran
nsmission. Fiirms in indusstries and
regions tthat are connnected through overlappiing networkss experience an effect thaat is twice ass great as
those thhat are not. The
T effect experienced
e
by firms thaat operate in
n industries and regionss directly
connecteed through FDI
F networks is three timees larger. How
wever, firms that are not directly affected also
experiennce an indirect effect: onee third of the impact of a demand shoock is indirect
ct through reggions and
networkss.
Knowleddge flows in GVCs
G
While knnowledge plays an importtant role in thhe organisattion of global value chainns, GVCs alsoo serve as
an imporrtant source of knowledge for conneccted firms, faccilitating productivity groowth. This prooductivity
growth ccan be the result
r
of new
wly introducced technoloogy, adopted
d new produuction processses and
efficient business prractices, or other
o
innovattions which – as Békés et al (2019)) showed – are
a a key
part of thhe most impoortant supplier-buyer relaationships. Im
mportantly, GVCs
G not onl y help to proomote the
adoptionn by their supppliers of effficient busineess practicess and new technologies, bbut these alsso lead to
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spilloverrs outside the network (Taglioni annd Winkler, 2016), as suppliers caan use the obtained
knowledge as a basee for further in
nnovations aand in their otther businesss relationshiips.
with these paatterns, usingg a multi-couuntry surveyy covering ceentral-easterrn Europe on
n supplier
In line w
connectiions between firms, Békéés et al (20119) showed that members of busine ss groups th
hat sell to
companiies in the saame business group are more productive. For Hu
ungary’s autoomotive indu
ustry, the
findings of Bisztray (2021) sugggest that firm
ms supplying automotive MNEs are more productive and
have higgher levels of
o intangible capital thann other firmss in the sam
me industry. At the same time, a
positive correlation between firm productivvity and GVCC connection
ns can eitheer be the result of a
m producctive firms in
nto GVCs.
productivvity increase due to GVC connectio ns, or the selection of more
Bisztray et al (2021
1) addressed this questtion by lookking at a specific technoology which
h enables
automatted informattion flows between
b
buyyers and suuppliers. Automated infformation sh
haring is
importannt, as it decreases com
mmunicationn costs andd helps infoormation proocessing, which can
contribute to more efficient
e
operations. Yet, as Figure 6 suggests, it is still not w
widely used by firms
becausee introduction is costly. There is siggnificant variation between and withhin countriess as well.
Using daata on transaactions betw
ween firms loocated in Hungary, Bisztrray et al (20021) showedd that the
adoptionn of this tecchnology is more likely if firms havve MNE buyers, which sserves as su
uggestive
evidencee of the role of
o MNEs in teechnology pr opagation.
Figure 6: Share of firrms with automated infoormation shaaring in the supply chain (%)

Source: Biisztray et al (2
2021), p. 25. Note: This figuree shows the shhare of firms reporting informaation and communication
technologgies (ICT) allowing automated information shharing with buyers or suppliers by country a nd firm size group, based
I survey in 20
015. NM refers tto North Maceddonia.
on Eurostaat’s Enterprise ICT
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Knowledge also plays a role in the ability of firms to integrate into GVCs. A higher level of knowledge in
general and having a particular technology can help firms enter a GVC. As suggested by Bisztray et al
(2021), firms using automated information-sharing technologies are more likely to supply MNEs or
firms that already have the same technology. These patterns are in line with the complementarity
between the supplier’s and buyer’s technology: each firm’s automated information-sharing technology
is more productive if the firm works with a partner that is an MNE or that has a similar technology.
An additional crucial factor to consider is the ability to innovate. Based on the Central European
Supplier Survey conducted in Hungary, Slovakia and Romania, Békés et al (2019) showed that many of
the key supplier-buyer relationships start with both product and process innovation. This pattern
emphasises the importance of long-term and relational links between buyers and suppliers, and
suggests that the ability to innovate is a key prerequisite in the formation of such links.
Import competition and specialisation
Beyond the direct effect of disseminating knowledge through firm connections, GVC-facilitated trade
also has indirect effects on productivity through import competition and the resulting specialisation. In
the political discourse, import competition has often been associated with the negative aspects of
structural change, especially since the accession of China to the World Trade Organisation, also referred
to as the ‘China shock’. However, imports can also serve as a mean of knowledge transfer, and
increased import competition itself can have positive effects on productivity.
Braeuer et al (2020) studied the effect import competition had on German manufacturing firms. They
used panel data on German manufacturing firms between 2000 and 2014, including information about
the products produced (the AFiD dataset) and combined this data with measures of import competition.
This allowed them to derive the effect on the firms of increased competition from imports coming from
countries with different levels of development.
They found that increased import competition from high-income countries leads to an increase in
productivity, whereas import competition from middle- and low-income countries causes no such
effect. They also found that import competition only increases productivity if it challenges the core
product of a company. Figure 7 shows the revenue share by product of German manufacturing firms
and illustrates that most companies generate most of their revenue from just one product. The
incentives to defend this product if competition increases are much greater than for non-core products,
on which companies can retreat from the market.
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Figure 7: Revenue shhare by prodduct

Source: Brraeuer et al (20
020) p. 37. Note: Revenue shaare by product; averages over firms. Figuress do not need too add up to
100 perceent, since firms have different number of prodducts. Cut off att 20 products fo
or conveniencee.

Looking at output, employment and R&D expenditurees, Braeuer et al (20200) found a negative
associattion with impport competiition from loow-income countries, but no significcant effect frrom highincome ccompetition. Similarly, Dh
hyne et al (22021) found that firms facing internattional compeetition are
focusingg more on thheir core products. They tend to havve higher tecchnical efficiiencies in th
hese core
productss, meaning that
t
the inccrease in im
mport competition leads to an increease in the technical
efficienccy of producttion.
The impoortance of micro-level
m
daata
A commoon feature off the research
h results we have presennted is the ricch micro-leveel data they are
a based
on. The aavailability of
o detailed data on firmss and firm-too-firm connecctions througgh supplier links and
ownershhip is crucial in investigating the links between knoowledge flow
ws and GVCs.
Data from
m value-added taxes is helpful
h
to leaarn about firrm-to-firm traansactions w
within the country (as
used byy Bisztray ett al, 2021, and
a Bisztray , 2021), butt this data is still not aavailable for research
purposes in many countries.
c
Firm-pair-leveel information on cross-b
border transsactions is even
e
less
accessibble, as standdard trade daata containss informationn only about the countryy and the type of the
exportedd or importedd product, though firm-to -firm links would
w
be cruccial for captuuring GVC con
nnections
of individdual firms. One way of adddressing thi s issue is to make an ind
direct inferennce of GVC lin
nks based
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on the exported product mix (as in Bisztray, 2021), which gives an imperfect measure. An alternative
approach is using cross-country survey data on supplier-buyer links, such as the Central European
Survey used in Békés et al (2019). However, such surveys are rare, with limited geographical coverage
and time span, which makes it difficult to use them to investigate changes in patterns over time.
Understanding the organisation of business groups and their roles in transmitting knowledge or shocks
requires cross-country data on ownership links between firms. So far, only commercial datasets such
as ORBIS by Bureau van Dijk can be used for that purpose (as in Altomonte et al, 2020; Altomonte et al,
2022; and Fontagné and Santoni, 2021). Another way of addressing questions about the structure of
GVCs is to look at integration and outsourcing decisions by combining information on imported
products and on the activity of foreign affiliates of firms (as in Bolatto et al, 2019). While this data is
available in many countries, it is difficult to make a comparable analysis using similar data from
multiple countries at the same time.
To further deepen our understanding about the links between knowledge and GVCs, it is crucial to
access comparable micro-level data in multiple countries, not only at the firm-level, but also on firm-tofirm connections, including cross-country ownership and supplier-buyer links.
Policy implications
The new approaches and datasets we have described all emphasise the importance of GVCs for trade
and productivity. The institutional arrangements that facilitate – or impede – such value chain
formation thus have direct consequences for productivity growth. The organisation of business groups
is not only affected by the availability of skilled labour and capital, but also by the quality of property
rights and contract enforcement.
Trade policy can play an important role in shaping such organisation. By opening new markets and
creating certain legal environments, it can help MNEs expand into new markets and form new business
relationships. This can then lead to knowledge spillovers, or even direct innovation when the new
relationships are formed (as described by Békés et al, 2019). Long-run relationships are especially
productive in this regard. Many of the most productive relationships are formed within business groups.
To establish such productive relationships, stable business environments that allow relationships to
form and thrive are crucial. Trade policy can contribute to building such stable environments by
providing a framework that ensures both smooth and cost-effective cross-border trade between
entities in different countries, and by providing legal certainty for investors and managers.
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Furthermore, common standards can facilitate expansion and deepening into new markets. Bisztray et
al (2021) provided evidence about how use of the same technologies can drive decisions on the
formation of supply-chain relationships. This means that engagement in international standard-setting
bodies, as well as the strategic use of the ‘Brussels effect’ (ie the external application of EU regulation
due to the size of the European market) can lead to economic benefits in terms of deeper economic
integration with other markets. Cross-country links established through GVCs also mean that policy
measures implemented in one jurisdiction can have cross-border effects, as they affect the way in
which business groups structure their operations.
Property rights and contract enforcement play crucial roles in the decisions of MNEs about how to
structure their GVC networks. As Bolatto et al (2019) discussed, knowledge transfers through
outsourcing are more costly if intellectual property might leak to competitors. In such cases, MNEs
might prefer to integrate the production of an intermediate good rather than outsource it. As Altamonte
et al (2022) showed, such a dynamic has led to MNEs pulling their core competencies closer to the
headquarters. This has major implications in the debate over forced technology transfers in China. It
suggests that, in the absence of an effective policy response, companies themselves will react by
readjusting their value chains. Furthermore, policies that shape the way in which business groups are
structured also affect the propagation of knowledge and technologies through GVCs.
Conclusion
GVCs are the current drivers of global trade. The connections formed through GVCs lead to the flow of
knowledge and create innovation and can be drivers for productivity and ultimately economic growth.
Import competition can also contribute to productivity, by forcing companies to invest in R&D and
focus on their core products where they are most productive.
The way in which GVCs are structured is shaped by the institutional environment. Contract enforcement
and protection of intellectual property rights are the main drivers of firms’ decisions about where to
outsource and how to structure their business groups. Long-term relationships are crucial to realise
these benefits of GVCS. Trade policy can facilitate such productive connections by providing a stable
environment and by opening new markets for GVC operations. On the flip-side, in light of the current
uncertainty regarding the business environment, MNEs are already adjusting by pulling their core
competencies closer to their headquarters.
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Given their centrality in the global economy and in facilitating knowledge growth and innovation, a
better understanding of the way GVCs function is crucial to solving the productivity puzzle. Better
microdata is fundamental to building this knowledge.
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